
METRICS: NEGOTIATING OUTSOURCE SERVICE LEVELS 
by Michael Mah 

Today’s competitive economy requires companies to extract more leverage using information 
technology at faster speeds and lower cost.  Many companies respond to this pressure by making  
outsourcing alliances a fundamental part of their business strategy.  Outsourcing is seen by 
companies as a tool to gain access to another’s core competencies, offloading perceived non-core 
functions, and enabling them to better focus on their own core skills, all at the same time. 

Overburdened IT organizations are also seeking agility.  Many have become so overwhelmed by 
the rapid growth of technology, platforms, and languages that they have lost the ability to quickly 
respond to market shifts.  Outsourcing is perceived as a fast path to agility through accessing staff 
skills and capabilities that would take time to grow internally. 

Finally, companies that outsource seek high performance relationships.  They want levels of 
service from their partner that meet or exceed what they could do on their own.  Metrics seek to 
measure whether this is indeed the case.  Performance expectations are especially acute when IT 
is seen as strategic and critical to competing in the marketplace.  For example, stakes are often 
higher regarding service levels for application development than for business process functions 
such as payroll processing.  Application development is also more difficult to measure. 

High levels of service are vital in IT, and that’s where service-level agreements (SLAs) and 
metrics come in.  They are the means to negotiate expectations, verify an outsourcer’s 
performance over time, and support renegotiations if necessary.  Outsourcing done well can 
elevate an organization’s competitiveness in the marketplace.  Done poorly, it can set a company 
back severely.  Getting the metrics right is vital for both parties to maximize the potential of their 
relationship.  Metrics are also critical to effectively manage contractual promises and motivate the 
desired behavior. 

This Executive Report is written for organizations that are considering outsourcing or have 
already outsourced.  It’s designed to provide an overview of IT metrics and their role in 
establishing meaningful and well-aligned service levels, both before a contract is signed and after.  
It will address setting initial expectations, establishing a metrics baseline, measuring 
improvement targets year over year, and the role that measurement plays with regard to 
negotiation and relationship management. 

This report also emphasizes that measurement is only a tool.  It is a stage on which the players in 
the outsourcing drama interact and talk about what they desire from one another.  In articulating 
each other’s respective interests, the numbers act as the vehicle to quantify expectations and 
establish a foundation for their interaction. 

We can view outsourcing as leveraging the diversity among the parties.  Each brings a skill and 
focus in their respective areas, the whole of which is intended to be larger than the sum of the 
parts.  However, this synergy comes with risks, precisely because of these differences.  As long as 
differences exist with regard to culture, organizational dynamics, methods of communication, and 
ways of problem solving, disagreements and conflict are inevitable.  Having good measures and 
information gathering mechanisms in place helps minimize this risk, giving the relationship a 
better chance of flourishing. 



IT Alliance and Outsourcing Risks 

International Data Corporation’s report, U.S. and Worldwide Outsourcing Markets and Trends, 
1998-2003, states that outsourcing expenditures are expected to reach US $151 billion by 2003.  
The majority of the spending has been and will continue to be in the US, which accounts for 52% 
of the total.  By 2003, US spending on outsourcing is expected to rise to $81 billion. 

These numbers indicate that outsource alliances are seen as essential to conducting business in 
today’s economy.  Despite their importance, alliances fail at a high rate.  A three-year study was 
conducted by Vantage Partners to determine the causes of alliance failure [2].  The study revealed 
that 52% of the time, poor or damaged working relationships between the partners was the cause 
of the breakdown (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 — Foremost causes of alliance failure. 

From this, one could surmise that IT outsourcing is also at risk, given the blinding pace of 
technological change and the inherent risks in software development.  This is readily apparent in  
the oft-cited Chaos Report by the Standish Group, which reported that nearly a third of IT 
projects are cancelled.  Over half of projects surveyed overran their budgets by nearly double.  
Less than a sixth met both cost and schedule, and they did so by cutting back to deliver about 
40% of the original promised functionality. 

If we rearrange the order of these studies for a moment, we find that they tell a three-part 
cautionary tale: 

1. IT projects are high risk 

2. Companies are turning to alliances and outsourcing in increasing numbers for IT projects 

3 A large percentage of alliances fail 

If metrics and service levels quantify the degree of promises and expectations, it seems that a 
solid metrics program is part of a cheap insurance policy to manage outsourcing relationships.  
The costs of failure are high even on a single project (often measured in tens of millions of 
dollars).  Over the course of a major outsourcing relationship, they become staggering, often 
measured in hundreds of millions or billions of dollars. 



High Expectations, Negotiations, and Metrics 

With a poor IT track record and much at stake, many companies expect very high levels of 
performance from outsource providers.  At the same time, the competition among these providers 
often predisposes them to make aggressive promises to win the business.  Statements of work 
(SOWs) and Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are often very intensely negotiated with lofty 
goals and ambitions.  These intense negotiation often result in expectations that are not realistic 
because of the momentum of the negotiations and the desire on both sides to have the relationship 
satisfy the parties’ needs. 

Metrics must be carefully evaluated and defined at this stage.  Business negotiations depend on 
numbers, and IT metrics are the central element of negotiations on these agreements.  SLAs and 
their associated metrics provide incentives for behavior [1].  Since the outsource provider will be 
aligning its behavior according to these agreements, it is crucial that these agreements be correct, 
and that the metrics are legitimate, both in what is measured and the associated values.  
Otherwise, the relationship gets off to a bad start. 

The parties’ interests serve as underlying components of this process.  It’s very important that 
client organizations articulate these interests clearly, and that their service levels are aligned 
accordingly.  Unfortunately, this does not always happen.  For example, organizations seeking 
agility often express time-to-market as a primary business driver.  Yet when we look at the IT 
service-level targets in many contractual agreements, we see service levels that emphasize lower 
cost per unit output, especially during times of slowing economic growth.  With money on the 
table, service providers will align their delivery strategy to reduce costs to meet the SLA.  That 
can come at the expense of speed, as providers optimize “fuel economy” by letting up on the gas 
pedal. 

Negotiations must therefore be conducted thoughtfully.  The metrics must make sense so that the 
parties can come to a legitimate, sustainable agreement based on the numbers.  The goals of 
negotiation using a reliable metrics framework include: 

* Aligning the metrics to the parties interests 

* Generating a host of options that satisfy both parties in the relationship 

* Establishing legitimacy and merit to the service levels, using benchmarks and performance 
baselines 

* Forming the basis for sustainable commitments  

* Ensuring healthy and reliable communication 

Establishing a Metrics Baseline 

Companies that have measures about the performance of their IT organization have a significant 
advantage when considering outsourcing.  They understand their capability and the range of their 
recent performance, information that’s critical when evaluating whether or not to outsource.  If 
they decide to outsource, they have an established performance baseline they can negotiate with 
their outsourcer to meet or exceed.   

If during due diligence it becomes apparent that their supplier may not be able to do better than 
they can on their own, they may decide to keep these functions inhouse.  Obviously, outsourcing 



would be questionable if you hired someone to do a job, and they turned out to be less proficient 
than you. 

Similarly, if an outsource provider has metrics on their own track record, they can make a strong 
case for why they deserve the client’s business, beyond the usual sales pitch.  For example, if 
they’re in the top quartile for speed, cost performance, and reliability, they can effectively make a 
case for why they should be the provider of choice.  

If both parties have metrics on past performance, they are in an excellent position to negotiate the 
service levels they desire in their relationship on a factual basis.  They are more likely to come to 
an agreement that is realistic and fair to both.  Expectations can be discussed intelligently, leading 
to discussions any gaps or zones of possible disagreement in an intelligent, well-informed 
fashion.  Thus, any company considering outsourcing should establish a metrics baseline to use at 
the bargaining table.   

Once a company has established a productivity benchmark, it can gain insights into how it 
compares to competing organizations.  The company may choose to embark on productivity 
diagnostics and root-cause analysis to understand chokepoints and bottlenecks in its process.  A 
productivity or process improvement program, whether undertaken by an outsource provider or  
the organization itself, will have a better chance of succeeding with this type of strategy defined.  

Many outsource providers have experience with metrics, but it’s rare for client organizations to 
have established measurement programs.  This can place them at a strategic disadvantage during 
negotiations on an outsourcing agreement.  The master contract, which is the vehicle by which 
the client expresses their expectations in the relationship, can acquire flaws because of time 
pressures to complete the deal.  Companies can unintentionally place the relationship at risk by 
not paying enough attention to statements of work, service levels, metrics definitions, 
benchmarking frameworks, and data collection procedures, hoping to fix them after the fact. 

Deficiencies like these are difficult (but not impossible) to recover from.  However, it can be 
challenging to create a metrics framework during the tumult of contract negotiations, and   
management and project-staff turnover make acquiring metrics data difficult during the 
transition-in phase after the contract negotiations end.   

Both parties should commit to jointly establishing a measurement framework that will establish a 
performance baseline during the first year of the relationship.  They may also choose to review 
historical data to establish the productivity levels just prior to outsourcing, if the data is available.  
If not, they should establish mechanisms and joint responsibilities for the initial data collection 
and subsequent updates to the baseline.  It is often helpful to enlist the assistance of a neutral third 
party with subject matter expertise in measurement to facilitate the process between the two and 
resolve any questions or disagreements that may arise; this is addressed later in the report. 

Objective criteria (such as metrics) help the parties decide what is fair, based on merits of the 
problem.  Without objective criteria, agreements often are determined by which party has more 
will power over the other.  In the words of Fisher, Ury, and Patton, authors of Getting to Yes, 
Negotiating Agreement without Giving In (Penguin, 1981): 

“Trying to reconcile differences on the basis of will has serious costs.  No negotiation is likely to 
be efficient or amicable if you pit your will against others, and either you will have to back down 
or they do.  And whether you are choosing a place to eat, organizing a business, or negotiating the 
custody of a child, you are unlikely to reach a wise agreement as judged by any objective 
standard if you take no such standard into account.” 



Ideally, having a baseline establishes a starting point of the base-level productivity.  It’s from this 
point that productivity improvements will be measured year over year after the responsibility is 
acquired by the outsource provider.   

The benchmark methodology should also follow a common practice to establish meaningful 
comparisons moving forward.  If the client organization becomes skilled at this (perhaps with the 
assistance of consulting firms that specialize in measurement) it will be able to more easily 
quantify the IT supplier’s performance and ensure that productivity goals are being met over 
time.   

Just Enough Metrics for a Baseline 

Whether before or after contract signing, both parties need to agree on the performance goals of 
the partnership and how it will be measured.  Neglecting this can be disastrous, especially when 
application development is involved.  A quick remedy is to ensure inclusion of at least the basic 
metrics for software IT projects in the contract itself.   

What are the measures that matter?  Some time ago, research on software measurement and 
project behavior yielded what came to be described by the Carnegie Mellon Software 
Engineering Institute as a “minimum data set,” otherwise known as the four core metrics: size, 
time, effort, and defects [3] (See sidebar, “The Four Core Metrics”) 

A completed IT project can be viewed as a team having expended an amount of work (in person 
months) over a period of elapsed time (weeks or months).  Their efforts yield a system that 
represents a certain amount of functionality (size) at a certain level of quality (defects).  Anyone 
embarking on a measurement program should start with these metrics.   

Often, projects are managed by just two metrics: project milestones and effort (proportional to 
cost).  The other two measures, size and defects, are neglected.  But size and defect metrics are 
critical because they represent what has been built (or will be built) and the quality of the end 
result.  

Once an organization acquires these measures on a sample of its IT projects, it has the basis for 
constructing a productivity baseline.  To do this, take these measures (as a start) and trend the 
data.  For small, medium, and large projects (in terms of the volume of functionality), trend the 
elapsed schedules, the work effort, and the defects.  Managers can see performance levels for 
bottom-line, dependent values such as speed, cost, and quality as a function of project size (the 
independent variable). 

From here, several opportunities emerge that will be of great strategic value: 

* The baseline will enable an understanding of what is working and what is not.  Projects that 
exhibit schedules, costs, and defects that are high (and visa versa) can be explored to understand 
the underlying factors.   

* Opportunities for process and productivity improvement will become apparent.   

* Better software estimation will result, allowing for productive negotiations between IT and 
client organizations with regard to performance expectations. 



What Projects to Use 

Generally speaking, it is a good idea to compile a list of IT projects that meet meaningful 
selection criteria.  Among these will be projects with much at stake with regard to their outcome.  
Imagine saying to your senior executives, “What are the 10 projects that are the most vital to our 
company?”  Those are the projects you’re looking for.  It is also important to benchmark 
contemporary projects, preferably those that might have been completed within the last year or 
so.  Sometimes, projects that belong in the baseline are quite obvious — they should comprise the 
area of the business being outsourced.   

The purpose of establishing this initial focus is to go where the money is, so to speak.  Creating 
value for a metrics program means applying metrics to projects with high importance to the 
organization.  In this manner, the “value outcome” of a metrics initiative will be coupled to IT 
projects with high value to the company.  The goal is to positively impact projects that make a 
difference to the company’s competitiveness and performance in the marketplace. 

Framed in this manner, a metrics program is viewed as strategic, as opposed to an extra overhead 
activity.  In any outsourcing initiative, management will need numbers and facts on which to base 
critical decisions.  During periods when the organization flies into turbulence, it’s especially vital 
to have metrics “instruments” that are well lit and fully operational.  If these instruments don’t 
exist, the organization is flying IT by sight only, without information that could prove vital during 
difficult times. 

Some additional minimum project criteria is also appropriate.  Generally, you want to select 
projects of some minimum duration and effort in order to acquire knowledge about medium to 
large projects that reflect team dynamics and the organization’s process.  Most projects that are 
smaller than this are not usually part of an organization’s “top 10” (unless you’re working in a 
very small company), and their measures usually reveal more about individual people than about 
process.  For example, benchmarking a project that Lee worked on over a two-week period 
reveals more about Lee and whether he or she was a good fit for that project than about the 
company’s IT productivity. 

Five Steps to an IT Projects Baseline 

There are five general steps to obtaining a metrics baseline for IT projects. 

Step 1: Data/Project Identification and Kickoff Meeting 

The first step involves gathering the stakeholders in the metrics baseline effort to establish a 
successful launch.  It is imperative that any metrics initiative gets off to a good start.  The parties 
need to understand the purpose and the mechanisms behind establishing the metrics for 
enthusiasm and support to be present.  Measurement is an area that tends to make people nervous 
about the purpose and the outcome.  People want to feel that the right metrics are being gathered, 
that they are credible and accurate, and that the results will be used intelligently. 

Any tensions about the latter should be encouraged to come out into the open.  If they go 
underground, the data collection and validation could be negatively affected.  A number of key 
questions will likely arise.  Exactly what data are we collecting?  What projects will be included?  
How much effort and time commitment will this take?  What should we do if we feel that the data 
is not accurate?  What will the analysis look like, and how will it be used?  Will the information 
be respected, and will parts be treated with confidentiality if need be? 



It’s generally recommended that projects to be included in the first metrics push meet the 
following minimum criteria: 

* The projects should have been completed within the last 12 months. 

* They have had an elapsed time of at least 3 months. 

* They have had an expended effort of at least 12 total person-months 

Also at the kickoff meeting, the team should: 

* Decide on the list of host projects to include in the evaluation. 

* Identify the project managers who will participate in the data collection and the follow up 
briefing meetings. 

* Review and discuss the questionnaires that will be used to collect the data for the analysis. 

* Schedule the data collection interviews 

Generally speaking, this meeting takes about two hours.  At the end of the meeting, a detailed 
schedule is distributed for the next phase of interviews with project managers and team leaders, 
during which time the data will be gathered.  

Step 2: Data Collection Interviews  

The next phase involves sitting down with project managers for project interviews.  At least two 
weeks prior to the interviews, it’s advisable to distribute data collection forms to contributors.  
This enables them to familiarize themselves with information that needs to be gathered and 
acquire as much of what they can in advance.  If information is gathered prior to the interview, 
then the interview itself is simply a review.  Other times, the interview will involve extracting the 
information on the spot, requiring more extensive follow up. 

It’s very important that the manager or analyst/consultant conducting the interview have good 
interpersonal, organization, and communication skills.  In many ways, metrics collection is a 
people business.  If project managers are anxious about metrics, it’s up to the interviewer to put 
them at ease, project confidence in the process, and provide support (both personal and technical). 

It’s a good idea to start with the overall description of the project and any good news that might 
have been associated with it.  This allows the project lead to tell their story and share their 
personal experience.  The interviewer must be a good listener — often, crucial information is 
somewhat buried in the story, and further layers of data are teased out during the conversation. 

For application development, enhancement projects, new feature releases, and maintenance 
releases, the easiest core-metrics data to gather is time and effort.  Most managers have reliable 
information about the start and end dates of a project, plus the staffing history and the expended 
effort.  The tricky part is often the amount of functionality (size).  Some managers are able to 
tally the number of work requests, business processes, or requirements that the project satisfied.  
Others may have counts for new and changed programs, modules, function points, and/or code, 
logical instructions, or statements.  The key is to take all the information available and accept that 
although it isn’t be perfect, it’s good enough to get started.   



The same goes for defect data.  It will be useful to gather the number of problem reports, both 
during testing and post deployment.  It’s a good idea to categorize the number of defects by 
severity.  Three categories generally suffice: critical, moderate, and minor. 

A good rule of thumb for interviews is to allocate about an hour to an hour and a half; fatigue 
becomes a factor during longer interviews.  Construct a detailed action item list for acquiring 
follow up information later if all the information is not obtainable in one session.  The interviewer 
should allow for about 30 minutes alone after the interview to record summary thoughts and key 
aspects of the conversation.  It’s helpful to dictate notes into a tape recorder while the information 
is fresh. 

Step 3: Data Verification and Initial Baselining 

After the interviews are complete, leave about one week (two weeks at the most) for closure of 
follow-up action items.  Any longer than two weeks and the memory of the interview will begin 
to fade for both parties.  Keep a running matrix on Excel for action items across all the projects; 
these should be shared with the project executive sponsoring the initiative.  Keeping everyone in 
the loop maximizes productive communication and ensures that action items don’t get pushed off 
indefinitely. 

Once the data begins to come together, your internal metrics analyst (or consultant) can trend the 
data and chart the results.  (The next section of the report shows what a baseline analysis might 
look like.)  The graphs can be simple and easy to construct using Excel.  Better still, you can try 
one of the commercial metrics database repository and analysis tools that are available from 
various software measurement firms.  (The charts in this report were created using the SLIM-
Metrics® productivity benchmarking database from QSM). 

Usually, data that seems awry makes itself apparent at this stage.  If you have major outliers 
cropping up, they often show up on the charts.  Pictures tell a strong story, so it’s important to 
visually portray the metrics for schedule, effort, and defects as a function of project size (from 
small to large).   

Step 4: Root Cause Analysis 

If some projects deviate significantly from the norm, it’s a good idea to review the data to make 
sure that there are no errors and then examine significant drivers, both positive and negative.  In 
this step, it’s valuable to document the environmental characteristics for the project, including 
project complexity, tools and methodologies used, degree of software reuse, and the experience 
levels of the team. 

This phase begins to reveal the root causes of productivity issues in the organization.  The results 
will direct their focus of both the client and the outsource provider on solving the IT productivity 
challenges they share.  This creates the basis for collaboration, pooling their respective talents and 
energies to improving the organization’s performance. 

Step 5: Findings and Recommendations 

As the assessment approaches its final phase, the baseline analysis takes shape, and a picture 
about the organization’s performance begins to emerge.  This includes: 

* The productivity positioning for each project and for the organization as a whole 

* Potential productivity comparisons to external measures against industry 



It’s important to appreciate that these attributes are based on a statistical sampling of projects, 
which is simply a matter of practicality.  It’s unrealistic to benchmark everything going on in the 
organization.  However, going back to step 1, the projects should fall within certain selection 
criteria that is adequate to characterize the state of IT in that organization.  There are no hard and 
fast rules here, but it’s not uncommon for organizations to start with a dozen projects in a given 
business unit to obtain results of an initial baseline. You can always add projects to the baseline 
incrementally.  This is always preferable to a “boil the ocean” baseline initiative that tries to 
measure everything all at once, at the same time. 

The findings need to be presented to at least two constituencies — the management group 
sponsoring the initiative and the individuals who took the time to contribute data to the process.  
Communicating the results to those who enabled the metrics data to be gathered addresses short-
term interests by providing them fairly immediate results of their contribution.  It also creates 
positive energy in support of future metrics activities. 

Data Analysis: Use It Wisely 

The goal of generating benchmark findings should be to answer some clear-cut questions.  These 
questions should provide a roadmap for future updates to the baseline.  The questions might 
include: 

* How productive is the organization on its most critical projects? 

* What are the findings across different areas of our business? 

* Is IT application development and maintenance productivity increasing or decreasing, and at 
what rate? 

* Are schedules getting shorter? 

* Are effort and cost decreasing?   

* Is reliability improving? 

* How do we compare to others in the industry? 

When drawing conclusions from the data, it will be very important to be sensitive to careful use 
of language containing any judgment and/or evaluation.  For example, rather than saying effort 
metrics are getting “better” or “worse,” say that effort metrics are moving “higher” or “lower.”  
The truth is, it’s difficult to make correct judgments at first glance.  The language of evaluation  
risks putting people on the defensive, worried about their reputation rather than focusing on the 
data and conducting a thorough analysis to understand the causes of IT project behavior.   

In some cases, schedules or effort may have risen for entirely valid reasons, such as rising project 
complexity, major unexpected changes in the requirements, or loss of critical personnel due to 
staff turnover.  Some of these outcomes are beyond the team’s control.  As it stands, IT 
organizations are under intense pressure.  If members of the organization begin to fear an unfair 
evaluation from a benchmark initiative, it can lead to all sorts of problems, from cover-ups to 
quiet sabotage of the metrics program.  Difficult conversations arise when the facts are disputed 
because strong emotions coming into play, especially if people’s identity issues or questions of 
competence are at stake [4]. 

Focusing on process and framing the results into lessons-learned enables both client and supplier 
to focus on the joint problem, since it’s in both parties’ interests to channel their efforts into 



outcomes that are mutually satisfying for both.  Too often, if numbers are not what people were 
hoping for, the knee-jerk reaction is to focus on blame and attribution, with each side trying to 
determine who’s fault it is that the numbers are the way they are. 

An organization trying to raise itself to the next level of productivity must master not only the 
mechanics of acquiring knowledge about its performance, but also the ways management and 
staff react and respond to the information that is revealed as part of its measurement process.  In 
other words: what the organization will do with the information it acquires.  If what you do with 
the measures is declare judgments and concentrate on evaluation rather than problem solving, you 
can be sure the next time you ask for measures, people will say they’re too busy, and your metrics 
program will collapse. 

Productivity Ratios vs. Graphical Trends Charts 

Many metrics analysts fall into the trap of using overly simplistic measures — for example, 
measuring productivity only in functional output per unit effort or cost (as in function points per 
person-month).  The problem with this metric is that it’s a simple ratio that omits an all-important 
value: schedule. 

Because of this and other problems associated with charting only two dimensions, metrics like 
output-over-unit-cost in knowledge work sometimes do not work well in practice.  This is 
illustrated in Figure 2, a graph of function points per person month for IT projects collected over 
a five-year period in the IT industry.  A statistical r-squared calculation was computed to 
determine whether the data exhibited a pattern (value closer to 1.0) versus complete random 
behavior (value closer to zero).  The data was collected using industry-standard definitions for 
function points (from IFPUG) and work-months of effort during the design, construction, and test 
phase.  The r-squared value came out to 0.12881, close to zero (random behavior). 

                                                      
1 A similar trend was plotted when the size metric was Source Lines of Code (SLOC).  The r-
squared value was slightly better, but similarly poor, at 0.1311.  One might conclude that the fault 
lies not in FP or SLOC, but in the inherent volatility in the ratio from other factors. 
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Figure 2 — R-squared value of function points per work month. 

When examined for causality, one of the largest contributors to the variation in the data was the 
range of schedule pressure.  Time compression easily drove effort metrics higher as organizations 
staffed higher to meet deadlines.  When this occurred, metrics for output-over-effort collapsed.  
As expected, metrics for defects also rose (worsened under pressure), while time-based metrics 
shortened (improved because of accelerated delivery). 

One way to capture such additional dimensions is to deliberately record other measures on time-
based metrics (such as output per month) as well as defect density (such as defects per thousand 
lines of code, or defects per 100 function points).  A holistic view will reveal how these other 
aspects are behaving and tell a more rounded picture about productivity.  It’s not uncommon for 
one metric to rise while another falls (similar to how fuel economy can improve if you drive 
slower).   

Finally, be consciously aware that ratio metrics do not behave in a linearly interdependent way.  
If costs go down by 20%, it’s not the same as schedules being shortened by 20%.  How you treat 
these two should include some type of weighting scheme.  Shortening schedules is much more 
difficult to achieve than lowering effort or cost on a given project, and costs can go up 
dramatically if the approach used to shorten the schedule is to push hard with a large team. 

Instead of simply doing a numeric ratio analysis, I suggest building your own graphical trends 
[5].  For IT projects, you have several options from which to choose variables for the X and Y 
axes.  I recommend starting with these: 

* Use project size (i.e., new + modified code, function points, objects, modules, or logical 
instructions) as the independent variable on the horizontal (X) axis, with size increasing from left 
to right. 



* Create a vertical axis with measures for different charts, such as schedule, effort, and defects, 
respectively.  Using these measures, you will be able to see how fast your projects are completed 
from small to large projects, how much effort they expend, and how buggy they are. 

* From there, experiment with any combination of independent and dependent variables.  You 
might want to see defects versus team size.  Later on, as you add metrics to the minimum data set, 
you can plot other trends.  One might be business benefit or expected revenue versus project size 
or business benefit versus schedule. 

With examples like these, you may find a pattern that shows whether small projects tend to bring 
more benefit than large ones, short projects bring more benefit than longer ones, and so on.   

Figure 3 shows an example trend for an IT organization’s schedule performance across projects, 
ranging from small to large.  This is a large IT organization from a US-based telecommunications 
company that employed about 2,000 people in its IT department at the time.  The data was part of 
a benchmark study that was conducted to establish a “Year 1” productivity baseline to support an 
outsourcing and process improvement initiative. 
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Figure 3 — Trend line showing speed performance for 31 completed projects. 

The chart shows speed on the vertical axis (in months) as a function of size in new and modified 
functionality.  Each project from the data sample is represented by a single plotted data point.  It 
represents the elapsed schedule from detailed design through deployment of the system.  If a 
project that comprised 100,000 lines of new and modified source instructions, 1,000 function 
points, and/or 500 C++ objects took eight months, the data point would plot at the corresponding 
X-Y value. 

This data point also has a companion plot position on other trends.  These include trends for effort 
versus size, defects versus size, and number of full-time equivalent staff versus size.  Together, 



they tell a story about that individual project, and an aggregate pattern across multiple projects 
tells a story about the organization’s baseline capability. 

The center line is the average schedule trend for this company.  The upper and lower bound lines 
are above and below the center.  This delineates the +1 and -1 standard deviation of the data.  
That simply means that projects on the lower bound are in the 84th percentile.  Projects that hug 
the upper bound are in the 16th percentile (they take longer). 

The chart in Figure 4 shows this organization’s baseline trend without the individual dots that 
represent each project.  What we are left with is the organization’s Year-1 baseline schedule 
trend.  The slope of the line rises from left to right, revealing that larger projects take 
progressively more time and indicating by how much.  Although it looks linear, the graph is 
somewhat deceptive.  Logarithmic scales mean that, if drawn on linear axes, the trend would 
show a curve. 
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Figure 4 — Baseline schedule trend (without data points). 

Figure 5 shows four sets of trends placed on one view.  It shows trends for schedule, effort, staff 
size, and defects found and fixed during testing, all as a function of small to large projects.  Taken 
collectively, these baselines represent the IT “throughput” capacity of the organization. 
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Figure 5 — Four-up trend view: schedule, effort, team size, defects (without data points). 

Benchmarking Year Over Year Performance in Outsourcing 

Plotting an IT organization’s capability through a benchmark assessment establishes its baseline.  
This reflects the state of their practice during the time period from which those projects were 
gathered (e.g., January-December 2000). 

If an organization were to then maintain a metrics database of their 2001 projects, these could be 
compared against their 2000 baseline for speed, cost, and quality.  If the bulk of these projects 
positioned faster than last year’s performance (say, in the upper quartile), then good things are 
happening.  Similar charts should be read for effort and for defects.  If these additional 
dimensions are also improving, then good things are happening across the board.  Sometimes this 
is the case; other times, speed might be improving, but costs and/or defects are staying the same 
or rising.   

This is the basis for creating a balanced scorecard.  Whether you are negotiating with an 
outsource supplier for year over year improvements or monitoring the payback for your own 
internal process improvement program, these metrics form the basis of legitimacy for your 
negotiation positions and improvement targets moving forward.  

Often, commercial metrics firms can provide guidance and coaching to achieve this capability.  
Some maintain industry databases and trends that can be made available on the desktop, so that 
an IT organization’s metrics can be compared against industry, even within a specific sector.  
This opens another powerful option — benchmarking IT projects against themselves and the 
industry, toggling between the two depending on their specific purpose and objectives. 



However, organizational comparison against industry may be less relevant than how a company  
compares against itself year over year.  Figure 6 illustrates this point, with four charts similar to 
those in Figure 5.  This example depicts two sets of data over two years of an outsource 
engagement, one baseline comprised of data during the 1997 timeframe (shown in circles) and 
another containing data for the following year, 1998 (shown in squares).  Starting from the upper 
right and moving counter-clockwise, the four graphs show the effort expended across the projects 
(in person months), the schedule duration (in months), the average staff (full-time-equivalent 
people), and a calculated efficiency metric called a productivity index2.  Within each graph, a data 
point represents a completed IT project, with smaller projects plotted on the left, larger projects 
toward the right, and medium-sized projects in between. 
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Figure 6 — Year-over-year trend comparison. 

Each set of 1997 and 1998 data also are shown with a line through the center of the sample.  Each 
line represents the average effort, schedule, staffing, and productivity index for that data set.  The 
lines from 1998 show improvements in relative position for effort, schedule, and productivity 
compared to the lines for the 1997 data. 

In essence, this is a graphical view of productivity improvement that can form the basis for a 
balanced scorecard.   With this example, both client and supplier management are able to see the 
rate of improvement in different dimensions (which can include defects and reliability, if 
desired). 

                                                      
2 A description of this index can be found in Industrial Strength Software by Lawrence Putnam and 
Ware Myers (IEEE Software, 1997) [6]. 



The Benefits of A Visual Approach 

What I’ve been describing is essentially a framework that moves away from “traditional” IT 
metrics analysis (dependent on sometimes unreliable and elementary ratios) in favor of a visual 
depiction, showing the multiple dimensions of metrics.  This type of visual tells a more coherent, 
holistic-oriented story. 

The implications of such a framework are significant.  This method allows an organization to 
produce its own productivity baselines and use them as a way to visually depict year over year 
performance.  The examples charted here were produced with a metrics database analysis tool, 
but anyone can start with charting capabilities built into products like Excel or math/statistics 
packages.  Moreover, the approach builds on a minimum set of measures defined by an industry 
standard from the Carnegie Mellon SEI.  They can also be expanded on, adding dimensions that 
are relevant to your organization. 

From here, an organization can use its baseline for several things.  The first is the establishment 
of a Year 1 benchmark against which future projects will be plotted to see how they position for 
schedule, effort, cost, staff, and reliability as initiatives for software process improvement take 
hold.  In that manner, one can assess the effects of these initiatives.  Are they resulting in faster 
speed, lower costs, better reliability?  By how much?  The numbers will help you see what is 
working and what isn’t. 

On a project level, one could imagine using these benchmark trends to plot what an outsourcing 
vendor is proposing for an upcoming project that’s out for open bid.  Is the company shooting for 
the moon in terms of speed?  What about cost?  Is the company proposing to use a project team 
that’s too small, too big, or just right? 

In addition, trends for each successive set of data can be superimposed on one another.  Are 
schedules getting shorter as we demand more performance at Internet speed?  If not, why not?  
What is the schedule-shrinkage rate?  Are schedules getting better by the 10% per year that we 
promised, or was that promise too aggressive and unrealistic?  What’s happening to defects and 
reliability as we undertake this mad rush? 

Note that in some organizations, counter-forces limit the direction and the rates of change.  In 
recent years, some IT organizations have been stretching the reach of IT into areas that are 
inherently more complex.  In the past, they might have focused mostly on legacy mainframe 
applications.  Over time, they may have transitioned into wireless communications, e-commerce, 
and projects with system software and communications attributes.  Some even have real-time 
embedded elements.  These characteristics can slow down the absolute speed, effort, and cost 
improvement because of higher complexity. 

Knowing your IT organization’s improvement rate is essential when negotiating SLAs with a 
service provider.  These and other metrics questions can be answered in a deliberate and 
methodical manner using visual representations that everyone can understand, then incorporated 
into contractual documents as a measure of the expectations in the outsourcing relationship. 

Using a Third-Party Expert 

Ideally, a client organization should have established its own baseline like the one described 
above prior to outsourcing.  The results will reflect the organization’s performance in a relatively  
steady state, before the turbulence of a due diligence, contract negotiation, or transition-in period. 



Moreover, if the client organization has its original baseline, plus any updates over time, they will 
have the added benefit of seeing their own internal rate of improvement.  If they’re expecting an 
outsourcer to meet or exceed their internal improvement rate, their own history serves as a 
standard of legitimacy for their negotiated service levels.  However, this is rarely the case. 

The next best thing is for both parties to initiate their baseline as close to contract signing as 
possible.  In this circumstance, it is often helpful to enlist the assistance of a third party, since 
both client and supplier are most likely consumed with many other dimensions of the outsourcing 
process, such as the contract signing/governance and transition-in activities.  In essence, by using 
a third party, they are jointly “outsourcing” the establishment of a productivity baseline to assist 
in managing their relationship. 

This is valuable from several perspectives: 

* The metrics provider acts as a neutral, equidistant advisor who can provide objective advice and 
subject-matter expertise on measurement.   

* The metrics provider can speed up the accomplishment of the baseline by using industry-
standard criteria for the data and providing templates for data collection and reporting.   

* The provider has no bias in the outcome of the baseline.  As a neutral party, it can act as a 
facilitator on behalf of the client and the outsource provider for gathering the data, analyzing it 
objectively, and reporting the results to both management teams. 

* The provider often have access to statistics from industry that can serve as a comparative frame 
of reference. 

* The use of standard methodologies provides consistency for future updates to the productivity 
baseline.  This is valuable for year over year comparisons and assessing whether SLAs are 
reasonable and if they have been met. 

* The provider can often act to mediate any disagreements between the parties and facilitate 
negotiations between them to achieve outcomes that are fair to both.   

Since SLAs and the metrics associated with them ultimately translate to money on the table, both 
parties perspectives can be influenced by their respective perceptions, which are based on 
whether they wear a client or outsource provider badge.  When differences and conflicts arise, it’s 
often not because someone is right or someone is wrong, but because the parties interpret facts 
differently (in much the same way dimpled ballots were interpreted differently depending on 
whether you were a Democrat or Republican in the last US presidential election.)  An advocate 
hired to assist the parties in quickly obtaining metrics-program results can also help to minimize 
the likelihood of future disagreements. 

Productivity Curves During Outsource Transition-in 

After the contract signing, both parties enter the transition-in phase, in which the outsourcer 
assumes responsibility for the various aspects of IT.  This can include starting discrete projects 
and bringing its own people in, running certain functions of IT, or running the entire operation 
and transitioning staff from the client to the supplier payroll. 

In the case of an outsource supplier bringing in staff, the outsourcer’s employees will be learning 
the business and acquiring the necessary technical knowledge to assume operations.  During a 
staff transition, personnel will be undergoing all the transitions associated with changing 
companies.  They will be learning the outsourcer’s methodology, processes, and procedures.   



In both cases, there is significant amount of turbulence.  The staff churn is often accompanied by 
shifts in morale (both good and bad), adaptive learning curves, changes in technology, changes to 
the development and maintenance environment, disruption of processes, and shifts/growth of size 
and scope for IT projects. 

These issues will likely create a momentary drop in productivity known as the J-curve (Figure 7).  
Simply put, the J-curve is a drop in productivity that usually begins during the outsource due 
diligence, contract signing, or transition-in phase.  During the operations phase, the relationship 
has stabilized, all major transition problems should have been solved, and productivity should be 
on the rise. 
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Figure 7 — The productivity J-curve. 

Turning the corner can happen faster or slower, depending on the scope of the outsourcing.  
Short, shallow J-curves can be tolerable, with the short-term pain acceptable in the interests of the 
long term.  In contrast, long and deep J-curves can be excruciating.  Most of the time, the bottom 
of the curve is seen during the transition-in, which can last anywhere from several months to a 
year or longer.  Organizations must be consciously aware of the J-curve’s potential existence and 
tailor the initial service level targets accordingly. 

Outsource providers may have the best of intentions when they promise something like 
“immediate productivity gains of 15%, starting on day one.”  However, this is not always 
realistic.  And although it is certainly the responsibility of the outsourcer not to make promises 
they can’t keep, there is joint contribution at play if a client demands immediate rises in 
productivity without taking the J-curve into account. 

In the above example, if productivity took a short-term dive of 15% during a period where the 
negotiated expectation was for a rise of 15%, the both client and outsource provider have a 30% 
disputed shortfall on their hands.  There will be screams on both sides of the table.  During this 
time, sane heads will need to prevail.  Both sides will need to rely on all the negotiation, dispute 



resolution, and metrics skills that they can muster to prevent termination of the relationship.  It’s 
best to structure the contract to take the J-curve into account, so as not to get into this difficult 
position in the first place.   

Note that the shockwave of the J-curve is generally less severe when legacy maintenance is 
outsourced, when the team that is outsourced is less than 25% of IT, or some combination of the 
above.  It is more likely (almost guaranteed), on applications development and major 
enhancements, and when there’s a major transition of staff from the client to the incoming 
outsource provider. 

Ongoing Data Collection 

Once the transition-in phase is completed, the relationship enters the operations phase, which 
encompasses all the day-to-day operations specified in the SOWs.  Contract governance and 
management procedures are in place, and reporting structures are in effect. 

During this time, the outsourcer should be implementing the tools, methods, people, and 
processes to bring about the productivity improvements that were promised to the client.  Metrics 
data collection and reporting mechanisms should be in full swing.  The objective of this phase of 
the metrics program is to populate the statistics that are necessary to gauge whether service levels 
are being met over time.  These metrics are usually gathered for the purposes of monitoring 
productivity on every anniversary of the contract.   

There are several approaches to collecting and reporting the metrics data during the operations 
phase: 

* Benchmark the IT project portfolio once per year, and compare to the previous year.  In this 
scenario, both client and outsource provider initiate a productivity baseline either on their own or 
with the assistance of a third party expert.  The productivity analysis is timed so the results are 
completed near the anniversary date of the contract. 
 
The difficulty with this approach lies in the challenges of gathering data during the early part of 
the preceding year.  For example, if the contract anniversary were during the month of April, and 
a subsequent benchmark study was initiated for the following April, data collection for projects 
that completed in May or June of the previous year would have to be retrieved at the time of the 
next annual benchmark engagement, perhaps 10 months later.  It’s difficult to ask project 
managers to remember all the relevant facts and gather the necessary metrics so long after the 
fact. 

* Conduct post-project reviews at each project’s completion.  This solves the problems described 
above by capturing metrics while the project is fresh on the minds of the team.  Many 
organizations with functioning metrics programs will hold a post-project review as a prerequisite 
to placing the system into operational service.   
 
In this scenario, a meeting is held to record all the vital statistics of the project, including start and 
end dates of major phases, milestones, staffing history, along with information on what was 
delivered and at what quality (the four core metrics).  In addition, the team records attributes such 
as development platform, languages, tools, utilities, the makeup of the team, and project 
complexity profiles.  All of the soft-factor attributes that were positive and negative (the story of 
the project) are captured and cataloged for future reference.  When this information is complete, it 
is stored, preferably in electronic form such as a metrics database.  It is one of the data points for 
the next metrics baseline/update. 



* Capture metrics in project “real time.”  More advanced metrics frameworks don’t wait until a 
project is completed to gather data, nor do they wait until the next metrics benchmark study.  
They collect data in “real time,” using a systematic routine of recording milestones, staffing, code 
progress, and defects every month (or every week) as a project progresses.  The team or project 
lead keeps regular records of project progress as part of their job.  When the project is complete, 
so is the data collection.  Post-project reviews are easy, requiring minimal effort because the data 
collection was satisfied as a matter of the routine management practice.  In advanced IT project-
office functions, this data is stored electronically and exported into a metrics database when the 
project is finished. 

These three levels of metrics collection mechanisms during the operations phase represent three 
different levels of maturity.  They provide an increasing degree of functional benefit to the client 
and the outsourcer.  At the second and third levels, two things occur: an increase in the level of 
accuracy of the metrics data and improved responsiveness to project and productivity issues. 

All three methods provide examples of data collection mechanisms that support the monitoring of 
productivity trends over time, which in turn furnish the necessary information to gauge whether 
service levels are being met. 

Setting Up a Metrics Group 

There are high stakes involved in outsourcing relationships with regard to SLAs and their related 
performance credits, earn-backs, and right-to-cure provisions in the event that performance 
targets are not met.  Given these facts, it’s vitally important that metrics task are not relegated to 
the bottom of the priority list. 

A way to ensure that measurement is not treated carelessly is to establish a formal metrics group 
or similar function within an IT project office.  At a minimum, this should be staffed by the client 
organization as part of the relationship management and governance structure.  In other 
implementations, it can be a joint effort by both client and outsource supplier.  Given that the 
subject of measurement is in the joint interest of both parties, the latter scenario is preferable. 

This group is responsible for overseeing IT performance.  It interacts heavily with the project 
teams and with client and supplier management.  Team members need to have good analytical, 
communication, public speaking, and dispute resolution skills.  They should be comfortable 
interacting with senior management. 

This group can also conduct or participate in post-project reviews or on-the-fly metrics collection 
for projects in mid-stream.  It is the keeper of the IT metrics database.  Over time, as the database 
is populated, the group makes this repository available as shared knowledge throughout the 
organization to enable understanding of productivity patterns and their driving factors.   

The historical data also supports project estimation.  When new projects are initiated, the 
historical database is parsed to extract any projects that would provide useful history.  By serving 
as the organization’s storehouse of knowledge (corporate memory), teams are able to learn from 
the organization’s past to more reliably size new projects and forecast their schedule and cost 
risk.  This facilitates negotiation of functionality and project deadlines between the supplier 
development teams and the end users.  Advanced implementations of metrics groups use the 
latest state-of-the-art tools, such as metrics databases and estimation models, to automate the 
metrics benchmarking, estimation, and project control.  



Benchmarking Legacy Maintenance 

Much of what has been discussed thus far applies to measurement in general and to medium and  
large IT projects.  Gathering the SEI four core metrics and additional project attributes gives an 
organization reliable mechanisms for managing service levels and governing IT outsourcing 
engagements. 

Legacy maintenance involves another set of issues.  When this class of work is outsourced, the 
primary interest of the client organization is freeing up key people to tackle strategic IT projects.  
Sometimes the legacy applications are slated to be retired by the very systems being built by 
internal IT. 

In these instances, clients seek to lower maintenance costs, investing these cost savings in other 
areas while freeing up the intellectual capital of their IT staff.  They seek agility, speed, and cost 
savings from suppliers with experience and economies of scale for legacy maintenance and 
operations support. 

At first glance, metrics like function points per work month (higher is better), or its reciprocal 
twin, cost per function point (lower is better) are the metrics of choice.  It might appear that this 
type of routine work lends itself to these types of ratios, but problems can still arise. 

For example, although function points are a common metric, it is a myth to believe that this is the 
sole valid measure of size.  Although function points can be useful, other measures of system size 
for maintenance include the number of work orders, change requests, project tickets, program 
changes, and new and modified instructions or statements.  Like function points, some of these 
represent a level of size abstraction or block of functionality that the organization uses when it 
thinks of units of work.  The best fit will depend on the culture of the organization and the nature 
of the application. 

However, use of effort- or cost-ratios alone is risky, since they only pay attention to the cost 
dimension (as described earlier).  As a result, an outsource supplier’s incentive to make service 
levels in this domain might sacrifice speed, reliability, responsiveness, and/or customer 
satisfaction.  They will likely modify their behavior to make a profit (as well they should).  It’s 
therefore important to ensure these other dimensions are not overlooked.   

Another difficulty in obtaining productivity for maintenance is the question of whether everything 
should be counted.  Measuring all this output is a daunting, labor-intensive task.  A viable 
alternative is statistical sampling — gathering data on a select group of projects in the portfolio. 
The objective would be to verify that not only are costs are going down, but schedules are 
shortening, functional throughput is rising, or some combination of the three, with the same or 
better system availability and reliability.  The makeup of this sample would have to be negotiated 
and agreed on by both the client and the outsourcer. 

It’s extremely important that benchmarking legacy maintenance not become burdensome, adding 
a layer of overhead to a function where a client is trying to cut costs.  A framework that can be 
incorporated into routine record-keeping is desirable here.  The 80/20 rule is also appropriate: 
using a triage approach to get 80% of the desired result with 20% of the effort.  “Just enough” 
software measurement should certainly apply to baselining legacy maintenance. 

Organizations may want to consider viewing maintenance as a series of three- or six-month 
periods, staffed by a dedicated number of full-time equivalent (FTE) professionals who handle all 
routine maintenance requests during that period.  Let’s suppose that one such three-month 



maintenance cycle is handled by a staff of 30 FTE staff members, and they successfully handled 
48 work requests over that period. 

Three of the four core metric dimensions for this “maintenance cycle” become immediately 
apparent.  The time is three months, the effort is 90 person-months (30 person-months/month x 3 
months).  The output is 48 work requests.  This can be mapped to the corresponding number of 
function points and/or source instructions. 

These values can then be plotted (trended) for this maintenance cycle and all successive cycles 
after that.  If senior management wanted to see output rising for a fixed time and effort, you 
would plot the size in work requests on the vertical axis.  If they were interested in a relatively 
fixed level of output in any three month period, but a declining cost or effort, then the latter 
parameters would be plotted on the vertical.  These trends can then be charted over time, and the 
client and supplier can identify whether a given metric is moving in the desired direction without 
sacrifices in other dimensions. 

In some instances, it might be useful to calculate a maintenance productivity index, similar to the 
one described earlier.  Since higher values of this index connote higher productivity in multiple 
dimensions, each incremental rise can be correlated to a percentage time and effort reduction at a 
given level of quality or an incremental rise in throughput.  As an example, 1 full index increment 
yields the equivalent of a 10% schedule reduction and 25% cost reduction.  In the case of fixed 
time and effort, 1 index increment means about a 20% increase in functional output by the team. 

Using Metrics to Generate Project Estimates 

Companies that outsource applications often face difficult dilemmas when evaluating the validity 
of bids and proposals and generating independent estimates as a sanity check.  It’s especially 
difficult without expertise in metrics, software estimation, and the application domain of the 
project.  The worst-case scenario is awarding a project to a supplier who fails to deliver. 

IT outsource providers are faced with equally daunting challenges when asked to provide a bid or 
proposal to a potential client, often at a fixed price, for an application where the requirements are 
nebulous.  They have exposure at two extremes: if they bid low, they risk winning a job with 
significant cost and schedule overrun risk.  If they bid high compared to competing suppliers, 
they face a risk of not winning the work at all.  Project scope is the key dimension — a vendor 
might win the bid but face risks in both cost and schedule if the project scope turns out to be 
much larger than anticipated. 

If scope is uncertain at the time an estimate is required, there are essentially two choices: 

1. Defer the requirement for a fixed price and schedule estimate until after the project scope is 
better understood, following a requirements analysis phase that might produce a more 
knowledgeable estimate of system size.  In this case, it might be agreed that the business 
relationship between the client and provider are on a time-and-materials basis for the first phase 
but will shift to a fixed-price basis for the second phase (design, construction, and test).  

2. Hold the targets for cost and schedule fixed, and perform an analysis of the amount of 
functionality that can be reasonably achieved within those constraints, given the nature of the 
application and development environment.  This is analogous to a client negotiating with a 
builder for a house, where the question would be, “Given a budget of US $300,000 and a desired 
move in date of eight months from now, how much house can I buy, and what kind of features 
can you include?”  The negotiation then centers on whether this satisfies the customer’s needs 
and interests. 



Regardless of whether the negotiation involves a cost and schedule for a project of well-known 
scope or a negotiation of scope within a desired cost and schedule, both client and supplier need a 
basic proficiency in software measurement and project estimation.  The productivity baselines 
described earlier serve as a frame of reference to assess the validity of new estimates.  They also 
provide historical data to calibrate many of the commercially available software project 
estimation tools. 

A number of years ago, the SEI released some very helpful guidelines on validating software cost 
and schedule estimates.  These are documented in the report, “A Manager’s Checklist for 
Validating Software Cost and Schedule Estimates” by Dr. Robert E. Park [7].  There are seven 
checklist items: 

1. Are the objectives of the estimate clear and correct? 

2. Has the task been appropriately sized? 

3. Are the estimated cost and schedules consistent with demonstrated accomplishments on other 
projects? 

4. Have the factors that affect the estimate been identified and explained? 

5. Have steps been taken to ensure the integrity of the estimating process? 

6. Is the organization’s historical evidence capable of supporting a reliable estimate? 

7. Has the situation changed since the estimate is prepared? 

Dr. Park emphasized that each question underscores the importance of “elements of evidence.”  
These elements, if present, support the credibility of estimates.  The answers help determine the 
extent to which both client and supplier can safely use the estimates for negotiation and 
decisionmaking. 

Outsource providers and clients who have dependable frameworks for software metrics hold a 
strong advantage over those who don’t.  When both parties are proficient in these areas, their 
relationship has strengths that others do not, due to the fact that they are likely to succeed with 
better outcomes from their negotiations.   

With the cost of cancelled projects rising due to poor estimates and an epidemic rise in conflict 
and litigation, it is vital that both client organizations and outsourcers have solid software project 
estimation practices on their side.  One party should not delegate this responsibility solely to the 
other.  Given the expectations that are at stake, especially on strategic projects, it is up to both 
partners to jointly participate in project estimation as a basis for their negotiations.  

Metrics and Negotiation 

As described earlier in this paper, alliances and outsource partnerships in the current economy are 
increasing significantly in number, value, and complexity.  At the same time, many of these 
partnerships do not succeed.  Clearly, it’s vital for organizations to minimize their risks by 
understanding the causes of relationship failure and taking steps to avoid them.  

Good metrics programs are intended to strengthen and enhance negotiation between clients and 
outsource providers to achieve better outcomes.  This in turn creates better relationships between 
the parties.  In short, the combined skills can be considered key components of an “insurance 
policy” in an industry where the costs of failure are almost staggering. 



Interdependencies of the Skills 

To create a good foundation for a relationship, both parties need solid metrics and negotiation 
skills.  Having solid metrics but no negotiation skills can lead to unresolved conflict between 
partners.  Strong negotiation skills without the right metrics may lead to a deal, but it could be 
flawed because of bad measures.  Both sets of skills are necessary and interdependent. 

Integrating these disciplines can help parties talk constructively about the right things to obtain 
fair, wise, sustainable outcomes in their outsourcing deal.  This is the case whether you’re talking 
about productivity improvement commitments, promises for a certain amount of functionality 
within a given deadline, negotiated project schedules and budgets, or any combination of these. 

It’s probably accurate to say that most IT professionals have not had formal training in software 
metrics or negotiation.  Moreover, many find both metrics and negotiation extremely difficult 
aspects of their jobs.  Science may have been the primary attraction to the technology profession, 
with people and relationship aspects secondary.  It’s no wonder that when conflict occurs, it can 
be draining and demoralizing.  Most of us haven’t been prepared for this aspect of the job. 

Good measurement frameworks can help organizations resolve their differences and create more 
harmony in outsourcing partnerships.  In Getting to Yes, Negotiating Agreement Without Giving 
In, Fisher, Ury, and Patton present a framework for resolving differences based on research at the 
Harvard Negotiation Project.  This work and many others shift negotiation into a different 
reference frame than what many are accustomed to.   

Many people only know a stereotype of negotiation — beating your opponent to extract as much 
out of a deal as possible.  That might work when haggling for the best price in a street market, but 
it falls short in long-term business relationships that are similar to a marriage between companies.  
The downsides of positional bargaining are: 

* It produces unwise agreements as a by-product of the parties “digging in.”   

* It is inefficient and expends excess effort and time.   

* It endangers the relationship (the negotiation becomes a contest of wills).   

* When there are many parties, concessions become difficult and coalitions can form.  After these 
coalitions become entrenched, changes that may be required in an agreement become difficult to 
renegotiate.   

Rather than playing into the game, Fisher, Ury, and Patton make a case for changing the game.  
They advocate negotiation on the merits (principled negotiation) and articulate four basic points 
that provide a proven and reliable framework (in IT, metrics play a vital role in each): 

* Separate the people from the problem 
* Focus on interests, not positions 
* Invent options for mutual gain 
* Insist on using objective criteria  

The following illustrates the role of metrics in each of these four domains.   

Use Metrics to Separate the People from the Problem 

“Without metrics, you’re just another person with a different opinion.” 
— Stephan Leschka, Hewlett Packard 



Let’s say you’re arguing the all-too-familiar case of a project committing to deliver a certain 
amount of functionality within a predetermined deadline.  Most IT groups try to solve this 
problem without any benchmark statistics on their own productivity, without any estimation 
models to test all the possible scenarios, and without any size metrics or historical analogies to 
negotiate how much they can build within that deadline. 

In such cases, arguments become ego wars, and in these he-said/she-said conflicts with no data, 
perceptions become reality.  These perceptions can include things like “The supplier always pads 
their estimates” or “The client always asks for the impossible” or “It’s only a little scope change, 
there’s no reason why it can’t be included as goodwill without changing the deadline.” 

Measurement is intended to direct the conversation to substantive aspects of what clients and 
suppliers can reasonably expect from each other.  By having the right metrics and establishing 
legitimacy and credibility to positions, conversations focus on the problem that the parties share, 
helping to minimize the emotional gamesmanship that can take place in the absence of data.   

Direct Metrics to Focus on Interests, Not Positions 

In many outsourcing arrangements, parties engage in haggling and the trading of concessions as 
part of the bargaining process.  At times, metrics might be seen as a way to create leverage and 
extract as much from the other side.  Typically, parties begin this process of distributive 
bargaining by taking polarized positions from one another and inching toward a final 
compromise, which is often reached after a long drawn-out process ending in the parties “splitting 
the difference.”  This is depicted in Figure 8. 

Commitment (extreme position)
Threat

final offer

final offer

last offer

last offer

Threat

final last offer

final last offer

Commitment (extreme position)

split the difference solution

 

Figure 8 — Classic positional bargaining. 

Examples of positions taken in many IT outsourcing negotiations include: 

* “We want to reduce IT expenditures by 20%.” 



* “We want this X amount of functionality no later than eight months from now.” 

* “The schedule absolutely can not slip past September.” 

* “We want headcount reduced by 5% per year with no drop in productivity.” 

* “We want to be at Six Sigma quality levels across all four business units.” 

* “CMM Level 5 in five years” 

These positional statements are mostly about demanding more for less.  For each point, there is 
often a strong counterpoint, with the bargaining ultimately reaching some middle ground.  
Usually who “wins” depends on who has the most power and leverage.   

Breaking this pattern can sometimes reveal the underlying interests for a given position, some of 
which may conflict with other interests.  For example, in the case of an outsourced IT project, 
hidden below a demand for a target deadline may be a goal for higher market share for the client.  
One option would be for the outsource provider to ramp up on staff to speed development.  
However, if this strategy were chosen, their cost metrics might suffer, leading to a missed service 
level. 

Taking this a step further, increasing market share for the client might mean higher revenues and 
profitability, which were the underlying interests of the original cost cutting incentives in the 
SLA.  By working through the metrics to quantify the results of the different scenarios, the parties 
acquire a better understanding of each other’s interests.  This may spur a creative solution to the 
original problem through the collaboration that emerges from their conversation. 

Use Metrics, Models, and Benchmarks to Invent Options for Mutual Gain 

Creative use of IT metrics shifts the mindset toward crafting scenarios that satisfy both sides (or 
at least come close).  Inventing options takes less time when an organization or both outsourcing 
partners build a joint IT metrics database that serves as a storehouse of knowledge for the partners 
to evaluate their options.    

Most negotiations on deadlines or budgets become zero-sum games.  One month sooner to the 
client means one month less time to do the same amount of work for the outsource provider.  Cost 
cutting by the client creates pressure on profitability for the outsource supplier, and so on. 

In the collaborative approach to managing the relationship, the parties shift from a stance of 
creating positions and staking them out to a stance of brainstorming the many possible options 
and creative solutions, all the while testing their viability with standards of reference such as 
metrics benchmarks and forecasts from project estimation models. 

Instead of sitting on opposite ends of the bargaining table, the two parties create teams that sit on 
the same side of the table and use measurement to brainstorm the different options they want to 
explore.  Creating metrics groups or project offices, staffed by joint representatives from the 
outsource provider and client, is one example.  Joint software engineering process groups 
(SEPGs) are another. 

Insist on Metrics Benchmarks as Objective Criteria 

Despite the best of intentions, clients and outsource providers often face times when there is no 
getting around the fact that their interests and their positions are in direct conflict.  One is trying 



to cut costs; the other is trying to make a fair profit.  One believes that IT projects take too long, 
the other’s experience is that their teams are always under the gun from impossible deadlines. 

In these cases, trying to bring the other side around using sheer will power or brute force has 
serious costs.  Forcing concessions (or at least trying) until the other party gives up takes 
tremendous effort and precious time. 

Metrics provide the objective criteria to evaluate what would be fair, based on the merits of the 
problem.  Negotiation on the merits seeks to validate terms of an agreement against a standard, 
such as a benchmark or a productivity baseline, or the computed forecasts from a software 
estimation model.  Using metrics as objective criteria shifts the debate.  It is designed to create 
efficiency in negotiations by not wasting time defending one’s position and attacking the other 
side. 

Fisher et. al. put it this way, “If relying on objective standards applies so clearly to a negotiation 
between a house owner and a contractor, why not to business deals, collective bargaining, legal 
settlements, and international negotiations?  Why not insist that a negotiated price for example, be 
based on some standard such as market value, replacement cost, depreciated book value, or 
competitive prices, instead of what the seller demands?  In short, the approach is to commit 
yourself to reaching a solution based on principle, not pressure.”  

Summary Checklist 

The following checklist is a summary of advice based on the ideas in this report:   

1. Create a strong sourcing group.  Outsourcing is tricky terrain; it is most likely to succeed when 
you have an “A team” in place to look at all the angles.  They should report directly to senior 
management. 

2. Get an advocate.  Strengthen your team and save time by bringing in expertise from firms with 
proven knowledge on metrics, negotiation, outsourcing, and relationship management. 

3. Know your IT capability, and get your own productivity baseline.  How can you assess 
whether someone can do IT better than you if you haven’t benchmarked your own productivity?  
Measure quickly on a select group of applications that are critical to your business.  

4. Assemble a “swat team” to do metrics.  It doesn’t take a lot.  Get them trained on how to do a 
benchmark.  Typically, you’ll need a group comprised of .5% to 1% of the IT organization.  
Therefore, an IT department of 300 persons could be served by two to three full-time 
measurement personnel.  A small price for providing senior executives with critical information 
on a $45 million or so IT department.  Their work will form the basis for multi-million dollar 
contractual service levels if you decide to outsource. 

5. Update your productivity baseline year over year to assess whether your contractual goals are 
being met.  You can do it yourself; some of the better metrics firms can teach you how.  

6. Ask your provider to show you their baseline.  They want your business, so have them prove 
their track record to you with metrics.  If they don’t have measurement framework that satisfies 
you, it can be a warning sign about your future relationship. 

7. Pick your priorities.  What do you want to incent?  Is “Internet speed” your goal, or is it 
reducing costs or having stellar reliability?  Do you want all of one, or some of all three?  How do 
each of these priorities weigh against each other?  Based on your answers, tune your balanced 
scorecard and service levels accordingly.  And beware of the J-curve! 



8. Take it one step at a time.  The least risk involves outsourcing a portion of legacy maintenance.  
The other extreme is to outsource both maintenance and new development, transferring all of  
your IT staff to an outsource provider.  Know the degrees of risk for these scenarios and 
everything in between.  Make an educated and informed decision. 

Closing Thoughts  

If two parties have reliable numbers from which they can negotiate effectively, efficiencies are 
created that enable them to achieve strong and sustainable agreements.  These efficiencies give 
the alliance the freedom to focus on what it was intended to do — create a whole that is greater 
then the sum of its parts. 

In contrast, inadequate metrics frameworks plant the seeds for unmet expectations.  Service-level 
agreements are flawed, interests diverge, and conflict usually emerges.  Time pressures in the 
marketplace amplify these problems.  A conflict that can be managed and resolved given enough 
time may explode when harsh deadlines are imposed. 

The companies that succeed in this fast changing economy will be those that manage their 
strategic relationships well.   Although core competencies differ from organization to 
organization, metrics, principled negotiation, and relationship management must be core 
competencies for every organization. 

Metrics are critical in this environment.  Numbers and charts bring speed, efficiency, and clarity 
to negotiations of deadlines, project scope, and service-level agreements.  With numbers, we can 
focus on the problem at hand and not allow negotiations to become personality driven.  Metrics 
frame the problem, enabling parties to make meaningful and productive comparisons, and shift 
discussions to underlying interests.  Metrics models and databases help teams examine all 
possible options, while benchmarks help establish standards of fairness and legitimacy. 

In a successful outsourcing alliance, the companies can channel their energies in efficient ways 
not possible for organizations embroiled in infighting and conflict.  They will be better positioned 
to achieve their goals in the marketplace and discover strategic possibilities from working 
together harmoniously.  In essence, having a high performance outsourcing alliance creates 
abundance — one made possible by leveraging the uniqueness and diversity of both partners.   
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[Sidebar] 

The Four Core Metrics  

Here are useful definitions of the metrics described as the “minimum data set” by the Carnegie Mellon 
Software Engineering Institute:  

1. Size: what has been built, or what must be built, as countable entities.  

* Moderate resolution: number of programs, modules, processes, function points, and lines of code.  All 
represent the building blocks of a system.  

* Higher resolution: functionality, including new code (or programs, function points, modules), changed 
code, and reused code without changes.  In these cases, size should be noncomment, nonblank source 
statements (as opposed to physical lines, which include comments and blanks).  Size profiles of simple, 
moderate, and complex programs, entities (for example, source lines of code [SLOC] per program), or 
SLOC per function point by development language.  

2. Time: elapsed time in months for each of the major development phases.  

* Moderate resolution: elapsed time for the project from the start through deployment.  

* Higher resolution: elapsed time for each major development phase; for example, feasibility study phase, 
functional design phase, main build phase (detailed design, code, test), and maintenance phase.  Relative 
proportions of these values as a function of the main build time; for example, five months functional 
design, ten months main build, two months overlap would lead to functional design time equaling 50% of 
the time spent in main build, with a 40% overlap.  Extra credit: milestones throughout the design, code, 
build, and test phases as a percentage of the overall main build schedule (for future estimates).  

3. Effort: full-time equivalent person-months of effort expended during the project.  

* Moderate resolution: person-months of effort expended throughout all phases.  

* Higher resolution: person-months of effort broken down by development phase or by development labor 
category.  Relative proportions of these values as a function of the main build effort.  Amount of overtime 
spent or overtime by development phase or calendar time.  

4. Defects: An error in analysis, design, or coding that affects required performance.  

* Moderate resolution: number of defects found during testing.  

* Higher resolution: number of defects by severity category (major, moderate, and minor) found throughout 
system integration testing.  Rate of discovery over time.  Defects reported within first 30, 60, or 90 days of 
operational service.  Extra credit: defects found throughout early phases of unit coding and testing, as well 
as defects found during design and code walkthroughs. 

[Note: this text originally appeared in the February 2000 issue of IT Metrics Strategies (Cutter Information 
Corp.] 

[Sidebar] 



KEY ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL OUTSOURCING 
RELATIONSHIP (SIDEBAR) 
Today's economy is driving more and more companies to use outsourcing for competitive 
advantage.  Of course, whenever new relationships are created, conflict can result.  Corporate 
cultures may intersect or conflict, interests can be divergent, and patterns of communication are 
likely to be different at best.  Time pressures amplify these problems.  A conflict that can be 
managed and resolved given enough time might explode when harsh deadlines are imposed. 

Companies that succeed will be those that manage their strategic relationships the best.   While 
core competencies will differ from organization to organization, metrics, negotiation, and 
relationship management must be core competencies for every organization. 

Here are four key elements to help maximize your chance of success in your outsourcing 
relationships. 

#1:  No Shot-Gun Weddings 

Take the time to get your contract right.  Time pressures often cause people to rush a deal, which 
can create structural flaws in a relationship at its very onset. 

If time pressures precluded getting all the required elements for Statements of Work (SOWs) and 
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), work to build them in as soon as possible during the 
transition-in phase.  These residual negotiations can firm up ambiguous elements that may have 
been carried over because of time pressure during the previous phase.  The transition-in phase 
will almost always yield better understandings by the outsource provider about project scope and 
expectations, so if contract terms need to be modified, this is the time to do it, before the onset of 
the operations phase.   

It’s very important that these be tended to as soon as possible so that performance goals can be 
explicitly discussed during the early phases of the partnership.  This will lessen the risks of 
possible disappointments and their negative consequences later on. 

# 2:  Build a Credible Metrics Framework Into Your Contract 

Getting the metrics right, and explicitly listed in the contract exhibits is the next step.  Many 
negotiations unintentionally omit measures that the supplier should track on behalf of the client 
because of time pressure to complete the deal.  This is especially disastrous when applications 
development is involved.  You'll need to include a core group of measures like the Carnegie 
Mellon SEI Minimum Data Set right in the document itself. 

Most reporting structures only track time expended and effort spent by the outsource provider on 
behalf of the client.  The additional elements included by measures such as the SEI Minimum 
Data Set include the output by the supplier team and the level of quality.  These represent what is 
being produced on the client’s behalf. 

As the outsource provider implements their processes, output is expected to rise as efficiency 
improves.  The contract needs to specifically call out the metrics that will be needed to 
benchmark productivity year over year.  They can be expressed within the SLAs so that the 
partnership talks about the right measures and prevent misunderstandings.  This is intended to 
benefit the communication between the partners. 

# 3:  Don't Treat Outsourcing Strictly as a Transaction 



Outsourcing might be seen as simply a business transaction.  Yet when we examine deals that 
have failed, a theme that emerges is how the "relationship" failed.  Relationship Management is 
often cited as an area where the parties experienced a breakdown. 

But if you imagine that an outsourcing deal is just about friendship, and not at the heart about 
business, you're setting yourself up for a fall.  You may give away too much on a particular issue 
in order to preserve the relationship, when a hard-headed business decision is called for. 

It is equally dangerous to treat outsourcing deals as if they are only deals with metrics and service 
levels, without considering human relationship aspects.  It is simply true for example, that people 
who feel valued perform more effectively.  Relationships marked by clear and frequent 
communication are more durable and less prone to conflict. 

Consider some kind of training on interpersonal communication to help with those difficult 
conversations.  Why?  Because people in technology, while trained in science, might need new 
skills in human interaction and solving interpersonal and intercompany conflicts, which were not 
covered in degreed engineering programs.  Good measurement, negotiation, and relationship 
management skills represent a 3-part insurance policy against potential relationship breakdowns. 
# 4:  Include Dispute Resolution Frameworks As Part of Relationship Management 
When you look at mechanisms in business agreements to resolve disputes, you often don't see 
processes on how to manage conflict.  What you find are ways to escalate them. 

Good dispute resolution clauses do involve “escalation,” in the sense of sending a dispute that 
can’t be resolved at one level, to another level “upstairs.”  But all too often, kicking the problem 
upstairs also means kicking conflict into high gear.  The boilerplate language used in some 
dispute resolution clauses doesn't address how to de-escalate tension.   In the absence of conflict 
management procedures and practices, the executives brought in to manage the conflict might not 
solve the problem and that could lead to arbitration and/or litigation. 

Examine how you plan to manage conflict.  Try to understand the causes of conflict, the 
communication (or lack thereof) that tends to sustain and deepen it, and methods for managing it 
most effectively. 

Consider employing dispute resolution that focuses on joint problem solving around BOTH the 
substantive/structural aspects (the metrics and service levels) AND the relationship aspects.  You 
can target the areas directly using a number of intervention tactics and lower your risk of being 
sapped by conflict and dragging or being dragged into court. 

By Michael Mah and Doug Stone, partner at Triad Consulting and Lecturer on Law, Harvard Law 
School 
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